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The Mobility Threshold

Speaker

Fleet Management as an industry stands at the 
brink of a revolution. A convergence of technologies 
– AI, big data and blockchain – are leading 
inexorably to total mobility solutions and the joining 
of the sharing economy. The practical application of 
these technologies will be explained, explored and 
understood at the M15 Forum on July 26.
 
Connector is proud to bring together some of 
Australia’s foremost thought leaders to canvas the 
options available to current fleet managers and the 
initiatives being undertaken by the supply chain to 
meet the demand.
 
Contact us now to join us at One Margaret Street in 
Sydney’s CBD for this ground breaking event. 
Attendance will be strictly limited to just 15 
organisations. The M15 promises to be the most 
exciting development in the Australian fleet industry 
for many years, be part of the revolution.

Yves Helven Managing Director - Connector K.K.
With 20 years of automotive experience (OEM, FMO, Fleet Outsourcing), Yves Helven is the MD of 
global fleet consultant Connector.
"The era of traditional fleet management is coming to an end. The inflation of regulations in the 
advanced markets and the changing demographics in the emerging markets are inviting us to think 
differently. It’s time for client and supply chain to join forces and decide what “Mobility” means.”

Executive Director - AFMAMace Hartley
Mace has over 30 year’s commercial experience spanning retail automotive, general insurance and 
fleet management industries. He holds an Associate Diploma in Accounting and held Key roles 
including Chief Financial Officer for Sumitomo, National Sales & Distribution Manager for Swann 
Insurance specialising in Fleet, Broker and New Markets and General Manager of Smartfleet 
Management. Mace is passionate about people development and understands the best outcomes 
can only be achieved through mutually beneficial relationships.

Shane Curran Strategic Partner at CONNECTOR, 
Founder and Owner at Stonecutter Consulting

More than 25 years of fleet management experience. A growth-oriented, strategic leader with a 
focus on the APAC region. 
"With so much happening in the mobility space, it’s easy to lurch in one direction after another. In the 
next few years, you’ll need to think carefully about your decisions. Think long and think slow, then 
when you make up your mind, act decisively."

Ed Stanistreet General Manager - Toyota Fleet Management Australia
As General Manager of one of Australia’s leading fleet management organisations – Toyota Fleet 
Management, and over 25 years’ experience in the asset finance and fleet management industry, I 
have a passion for fleet and am driven to achieve excellence for each and every customer. 

Burton Andrews Senior Manager, Tax - BDO
Burton is a Senior Manager in the Corporate & International Tax Group based in the Sydney office. 
He has over 12 years of experience providing tax consulting and compliance services to a range of 
public and medium to large corporate clients on domestic and international tax issues.
“As mobility challenges traditional paradigms of fleet management, the taxation and accounting 
landscape has become increasingly difficult to navigate. An in-depth understanding of these issues 
is fundamental to implementing the most efficient mobility solution for your business.”

Vijay Rao Research Director – A&T Practice, APAC - Frost & Sullivan
Vijay has over 13 years of  Automotive expertise, which include tracking automotive markets 
globally especially in terms of Future Mobility Trends, Electric, Autonomous and Connected vehicles.
"Increasing traffic congestion in urban areas as well as rising car insurance and maintenance costs 
are forcing Australia to transform its mobility industry. At the same time, with the emergence of smart 
cities, government and automotive OEMs are investing in intelligent mobility solutions."

At the Brink of Mobility 
M15 - 15 Thought Leaders explore the solutions  

Ron Sullivan
Ron Sullivan has over 20 years’ experience in logistics, fleet management and leasing. He has 
worked in corporate fleet management organisations and then established his own consultancy. In 
2016 Ron co-founded OviDrive, the only platform in the world that uses real-time data, machine 
learning and AI to automate vehicle and fleet management. In 2018, OviDrive reached MVP stage 
and today Ron is engaged full-time in the business, working to be the foundation of evolution of the 
fleet management industry.

Co-founder - OviDrive

* Alphabetical order



Program Join the M15 Venue

3:30 pm Arrival & Registration

7:20   Cocktail

8:00   Closing

5:30  Coffee Break & Group Picture 

4:00  Opening Remark Yves Helven, Connector

4:05  Corporate Mobility Mace Hartley, AFMA
What do fleet managers really want from the supply chain? Mace Hartley tackles the question of 
corporate mobility from the customer side.

4:30  From Vehicle Management to Employee Mobility
Yves Helven, Connector
The trend toward mobility is largely theoretical for most business, but industry leaders are 
already making large steps toward full mobility solutions. Yves Helven discusses the practical 
aspects of this change and how you can make a difference today.

5:00  Overview of Mobility in Asia Vijay Rao, Frost & Sullivan
Good decisions require hard data. Frost & Sullivan are better equipped to provide this data than 
any other organisation in the world. Name Vijay Rao walks through the data that tells the story of 
the rise of mobility.

5:50  Mobility & Taxation in Australia Burton Andrews, BDO
IFRS, FBT and even vehicle registrations will be affected by the emergence of this mobility trend. 
As Australia’s foremost advisory, BDO are able to provide the right information to minimize your 
tax burden while ensuring full compliance with your reporting obligations.

6:20  Mobility & Technology Ron Sullivan, OviDrive
Strong technology support is an essential aspect of any mobility solution. Ron Sullivan has been 
supporting the industry for over 20 years and is well placed to see you through the coming 
changes.

6:40  Managed Mobility Ed Stanistreet, Toyota Fleet Management
Will fleet management organisations stay relevant in a full mobility setting? Ed Stanistreet 
explains that they will not merely be relevant, but will be essential.

7:00  Facilitated Mobility Discussion Shane Curran, Connector
Take the opportunity to share your own questions and ideas with the group in a facilitated 
discussion

BDO Office (Level 11)
1 Margaret St, Sydney 

The M15 is an invitation-only event 
that will meet periodically around 

Asia Pacific with key members 
being joined by invited guests. 

Register your interest now for 
future forums.

www.connector.expert/local-forum



Supported by

AfMA
The Australasian Fleet Management Association (AfMA) is a member based, not-for-
profit peak industry body with over 600 members throughout Australia, New Zealand 
and South East Asia.

AfMA embraces the entire spectrum of the fleet industry by forging an inclusive 
relationship within the automotive industry, including manufacturers, importers, 
distributors and other suppliers.

BDO
BDO Australia has offices around Australia with people experienced in a broad range of 
services and industries. BDO offer leading accountancy, tax and advisory services to 
clients Australia-wide.

OviDrive
OviDrive®™ is the ultimate SaaS vehicle control system:

It takes any size fleet beyond traditional automation, using real time data and machine 
learning capabilities to deliver a fully integrated & infinitely scalable service

FROST & SULLIVAN
Frost & Sullivan is a business consulting firm involved in market research and analysis, 
growth strategy consulting, and corporate training across multiple industries. It is 
headquartered in Mountain View, California, and has offices in over 40 countries

TOYOTA FLEET MANAGEMENT
Toyota Fleet Management works hard to earn the trust of their customers. By gaining a 
deep understanding of their businesses, TFM can add real value. It’s all about
 building transparent partnership. Beyond financial and fleet support, the costomer can 
turn to TFM whenever they need to, and rely on TFM for the long term.Toyota Fleet 
Management is your trusted figure in fleet.
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